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When searching is hard

1. fuzzy problem statement

2. when doing exploratory search

3. interdisciplinary research

4. ambiguous keywords

5. large research field



Requirements for searching

“Papers submitted to ACL conferences should in principle cite and
compare to all relevant prior work, regardless of when and how
that work was presented to the community, and must credit work
that influenced them.”

1. correct

2. complete

3. repeatable



Databases

More info: https://www.ru.nl/ub → zoeksystemen

https://www.ru.nl/ub


Databases: GoogleScholar

The good

1. inclusive

2. automated

3. links to public content

4. ranking system

5. fast minimalist UI
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Databases: GoogleScholar

The good

1. inclusive

2. automated

3. links to public content

4. ranking system

5. fast minimalist UI

The bad

1. inclusive

2. automated

3. links to (non-peer-reviewed)
public content

4. intransparent ranking system

5. lack of options for refining
results
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Databases: Scopus

The good

1. all publications are
peer-reviewed

2. lots of sorting options

3. lots of refinement options

4. for CS researchers: includes
ACM and IEEE databases!

The bad

1. Does not have all
field-specific databases

2. No one-click downloading

3. Only access via institute
(not logged in = no search
bar)
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Search techniques: time travel
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When searching is hard

1. fuzzy problem statement

2. when doing exploratory search

3. interdisciplinary research

4. ambiguous keywords

5. large research field



Search techniques: systematic search

1. Problem statement and search goal

2. Keyword table

3. Search log

4. Process results



Example: choosing keywords

Problem statement
To what extent do parents influence the mathematics
achievement of their children?

A) influence, parents, mathematics, achievement, children

B) parents, mathematics, achievement, children

C) influence, parents, mathematics, achievement

D) parents, mathematics, achievement

Example from Scientific information, Petri de Willigen (2018)



Keyword table



Search query with AND and OR



Search query with AND and OR

Query in conjunctive normal form!

n∧
i=0

( m∨
j=0

keywordi ,j

)

Example:

"natural language generation"

AND

"computer games" OR "video games" OR "serious games"

AND

"open data" OR "event data"



Search log



Example: too narrow



Example: too broad



Export results to CSV



Post-processing with Scopus CSV



Recap

1. Don’t use GoogleScholar unless you know exactly what you
are looking for

2. Scopus is your friend

3. Search systematically with keywords and a searchlog



source: https://xkcd.com/1847/

https://xkcd.com/1847/
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